Sponsorship Invitation
55th CIRP Conference on Manufacturing Systems
29.06.2022 - 01.07.2022, Lugano-Switzerland
Leading Manufacturing Systems Transformation

www.cirp-csm2022.org

About CIRP
CIRP is the world leading organization in production engineering and is at the forefront of design,
optimization, control and management of processes, machines and systems.
The Academy has restricted membership based on demonstrated excellence in production engineering and
has more than 600 academic and industrial members from 50 countries and more than 300 corporate
members, including world-leading companies in different industrial sectors.

CMS 2022
CMS2022 is the 55th edition of the CIRP International Conference on Manufacturing Systems organized under
the auspices of the International Academy of Production Engineering CIRP (www.cirp.net).
Due to rapidly changing economic, social and environmental factors, manufacturing systems are undergoing
a fast and deep transformation process.
To lead such a transformation, it is crucial to adopt novel value chain structures, new organizational and
production paradigms as well as innovative digital and automation technologies.

We are looking forward to an interesting exchange with focus on Leading Manufacturing Systems
Transformation and the following challenges:








increasing the overall value chain resilience through adaptive
and responsive supply chains,
exploiting the full potential of digitalization processes at
machine, robot and system levels,
creating value through biological transformation of
manufacturing systems improving sustainability,
promoting human centred manufacturing value chains where
proficient adoption of technology preserves people
competences and skills while reducing physical and cognitive
loads,
integrating digital twins with industrial cyber physical systems
to support manufacturing systems design, optimization, control
and maintenance,
developing smart and highly collaborative machines and robots
relying on advanced AI based communication, sensing and
control techniques.

PAST EDITIONS
The CIRP CMS Conference is organized every year in a different country of the world; Lugano has the honour
to host the 55th edition of this important event. The last two editions were held online Athens (2021),
Chicago (2020). Before, the conference was always organised as an on-site event, last in 2019 in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, with an average between 400 and 600 attendees from all over the world.

www.cirp-cms2022.org

info@cirp-cms2022.org
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Become a sponsor of CIRP CMS 2022
It is our pleasure to invite you to become a sponsor of the 55th CIRP Conference on Manufacturing Systems
in Lugano Switzerland from the 29th June to the 1st July 2022.
CIRP CMS 2022 has all the features to become an excellent platform to gain visibility, disseminate your
activities, and get in contact with over 500 professionals from academia and industry representing the world
excellence in Manufacturing Systems.
We offer several sponsorship packages with specific entitlements and benefits in order to help you achieve
your marketing objectives and reaching the desired target audience. However, we are also happy to offer
customized packages to the companies that would like to propose a differentiated sponsorship.
Please find in this leaflet and on www.cirp-cms2022.org all the relevant information on the event and the
sponsorship packages and feel free to contact us for any doubt or question.
We look forward to welcoming you to the 55th CIRP CMS in Lugano!

Prof. Emanuele Carpanzano
Chair of CIRP-CMS 2022
Director
Department of Innovative Technologies of the University of Applied Sciences of Southern Switzerland.
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SWITZERLAND MEETING EXCELLENCE
Switzerland is a small, multicultural country in the heart of Europe.
lt is renowned all over the world as a first class country far hosting meetings and conventions. lt offers
everything necessary to organize a successful event: easy access, the most modern facilities, a lot of cultural
programs and many attractions for those seeking to enjoy their leisure time.

LUGANO SWISS MEDITERRANEAN ATMOSPHERE
The Lake Lugano region has a great mix of natural and cultural attractions in a Mediterranean atmosphere
and a welcoming environment. With its abundant sunshine, lush vegetation, and stunning alpine panoramas
Lugano is a truly unique destination for any occasion.
Set among fascinating architecture Lugano offers a wealth of things to do, including great shopping and a
lively restaurant scene serving delicious food.

CONGRESS VENUE
The Convention Centre is located in Lugano's city centre, both close to the city's financial and recreational
infrastructures but also overlooking the lovely Ciani Park and the lakeshore.
The structure is just a few minutes on foot from several hotels, shops and other entertainments. Ideal for all
sorts of events, the Congress Hall is equipped with the most modern technical equipment and is completely
air-conditioned.

www.cirp-cms2022.org
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BECOME A SPONSOR OF CIRP CMS 2022
Ranging from Platinum to the Bronze category, we are certain there is a sponsorship package that will assist
your company in achieving its marketing objectives. Each category has a specific set of entitlements and
benefits to give corporations a profile at the Conference consistent with their interest in interacting with
participants.
Sponsors will be prominently listed on the conference website and will have the opportunity to present
themselves to conference participants not only on the printed material but also online.
However, if there is a specific sponsorship opportunity that is not listed, or if you would like to combine more
than one property in a customized package that would better fit your company, we would be pleased to fulfil
your request when possible.

PLATINUM Partner

CHF 15’000

Four registrations. (approx. CHF 2’800)
Two exhibition tables. (CHF 6’000)
Listed as Platinum Partner on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and in the printed program.
Special recognition during opening and closing ceremony.
Company name, logo and link on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and logo in the printed conference program.
lncluded the sponsoring of one lunch which is specially advertised. Possibility to have a short description (140
characters) and a picture online and on the printed conference program.

GOLD Partner

CHF 9’000

Two registrations. (approx. CHF 1’400)
Two exhibition tables. (CHF 6’000)
Listed as Gold Partner on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and in the printed program.
Special recognition during opening and closing ceremony.
Company name, logo and link on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and logo in the printed conference program.
Possibility to have a short description (140 characters) and a picture online and on the printed conference
program.

SILVER Partner

CHF 5’000

One registration. (approx. CHF 700)
One exhibition table. (CHF 3’000)
Listed as Silver Partner on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and in the printed program.
Special recognition during opening and closing ceremony.
Company name, logo and link on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and logo in the printed conference program.

BRONZE Partner

CHF 2’000

One registration (approx. CHF 700)
Listed as Bronze Partner on the CIRP CMS 2022 website and in the printed program.
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ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES WITH BUDGET TO BE
AGREED UPON
WELCOME RECEPTION (priority to PLATINUM and GOLD Partners)
As the opening event, participants regard this as the opportunity to network with friends and to meet CIRP
colleagues. The Welcome Reception will be held on Tuesday in the Congress Centre. The sponsor will have
the exclusive right - in case of complete assumption of the costs, otherwise in partnership with another
sponsor - to be recognized at several sources for the event including on site signage and other promotional
items the sponsor wishes to offer or suggest for the Reception.

CONFERENCE DINNER (priority to PLATINUM and GOLD Partners)
The Gala Dinner will be held on Thursday night in the Congress Centre. The sponsor will have the exclusive
right to be recognized at several sources for the event including on site signage and other promotional items
the sponsor wishes to offer or suggest far the Reception.

LUNCHES PER DAY
For every conference day a break of 90 minutes for the lunch is foreseen. Recognition for the sponsor at each
lunch will be through signage at the food & beverage serving stations. One day-pass for the sponsor.

REFRESHMENTS PER DAY
For every conference day there are two refreshment breaks in the exhibition area. Each break is 30 minutes
in duration. Sponsorship recognition will occur on signage for the Refreshment Breaks. One day-pass for the
sponsor.

CONFERENCE BAG
The Conference Bags provide constant and frequent brand recognition to the sponsor both at the Conference
and long after the event is over. The sponsors of the Conference Bags will have the exclusive right to have
their logo and tag line appear on the Bag, along with CIRP CMS 2022 logo.

LANYARD
Each participant will receive a badge and lanyard when they register. This will be the method of identifying
participants during the Congress for all Sessions and Social Events. The sponsor's name will be exclusively
displayed on the lanyard holding the badge. This is an excellent eye level recognition opportunity for the
entire three days of the Conference.

We look forward to welcoming you on board as a sponsor of CIRP CMS 2022 and look forward to working
with you to make it a valuable and rewarding event for all participants and sponsors.
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